The authors reviewed novel findings on using MRI to evaluate the lesion in preclinical models of spinal cord injury. Weakness: Only focused on MRI in the preclinical model. Less mechanistic view is provided.
In this manuscript, the authors reviewed many aspects of spinal cord injury (SCI) preclinical model, with a focus on the MRI analysis. First, the authors suggested that, as compared to other strains, in C57BL/6J mouse strain, the animals after SCI showed different degrees of neuroinflammation and displayed spontaneous functional recovery.
The summary indicated that different mouse strains have different and profound effects on functional recovery after SCI. Additionally, the authors reviewed the MRI analysis for examination the lesion evolution in SCI model. Specifically, the authors described a novel approach and analysis that focused in their previous study.
Overall, the review or perspective is novel and worth attention. There are only one minor critique to be considered:
Critiques for revisions:
1. The authors seem focusing on the C57BL/6 mouse strain. If possible, please expand by having a few sentences describing the underlying mechanisms for the inflammation that observed in this mouse strain, that were different than other strains.
Last but not the least, he authors should add these references but control the presence of references along the journal (<12).
